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Chakravorty Spivak Readings (Seagull Books, 2014) 
Judith Butler  Who Sings the Nation-State? (Seagull 
Books, 2010)  
 
 
1. 2020 9 12  Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Readings. Seagull Books, 2014.  
“What Happens in the Text?” 
pp. 111-127.   
pp. 127-141.   
2. 2020 12 19  Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Readings. Seagull Books, 2014.  
“Teaching and Autobiography”, “Closing Remarks”  
pp. 142-153.    
pp. 153-165.   
 3. 2021 3 6   
Judith Butler & Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, Who Sings the Nation-State? Seagull Books, 2010.  
pp. 1-29.     
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Readings
















    
attend to Who 
Sings the Nation-State?  
Summertime
prayer




Critical Reading Critical Thinking
 
something like a country among global countries
Readings 164
21
To be human is to 
















   

















1 2021 3 21
JSPS 20K12827
 
2 J J 2002  
3 I 1985
316  
4 Luce Irigaray. “Body against Body: In Relation to the Mother,” in Sexes and genealogies. Trans. Gillian 
C. Gill. (NY.: Columbia University Press, 1993), p. 13.  
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5 Irigaray, “Body against Body,” p.16. 
6 1992 63 87  


































9 Хофман Т., Дичек, Э.Д. Сценическая демонстрация между просвещением и агитацией // Хочу 
ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. сост. Т. Хофман, Эд. Ян Дичек; пер. с нем. Т. 
Набатниковой. СПб., 2018.С.8-40. 1 1988
2 4 5 1927 3
2
2016
247 280 The Art Times 
3 2008 9 12  
















11 К постановке в театре им. Мейерхольда. (Беседа с автором пьесы С. М. Третьяковым) // Хочу 
ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. сост. Т. Хофман, Эд. Ян Дичек; пер. с нем. Т. 
Набатниковой. СПб., 2018.С.244.  
12 1920
100 2017 10 82-94  
13 Шкловский, В. Б. «Третья Мещанская» // За сорок лет. М., 1965. С. 104. Julian Graffy. Bed and 
Sofa: The Film Companion (London: I.B.Tauris Publishes, 2001) pp.19-20.  
14 К постановке в театре им. Мейерхольда. C.245. 
15 «Хочу ребенка». Доклад в главреперткоме о постановочном плане 15 декабря 1928. С.242. 
16 «Хочу ребенка». Доклад в главреперткоме, С.241.
8  
17 Третьяков С. Что пишут драматурги. // Хочу ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. сост. Т. 
Хофман, Эд. Ян Дичек; пер. с нем. Т. Набатниковой. СПб., 2018.С.248.  
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18 Источники и пояснения: Хочу ребёнка 1-й вариант // Хочу ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – 
Дискуссии. сост. Т. Хофман, Эд. Ян Дичек; пер. с нем. Т. Набатниковой. СПб., 2018.С.315. 











21 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка (1-й вариант), C.216. 
22 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка (1-й вариант), C.227. 
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23 ретьяков, С. Хочу 
ребёнка (1-й вариант) С.227. 
24  Хофман, Т. Милда, новая «женщина-человек» в витрине социализма. О восприятии Хочу 
ребёнка! Саргея Третьякова. // Хочу ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. сост. Т. Хофман, Эд. 

























25 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка (1-й вариант), С.236. 
26 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка 2-й вариант // Хочу ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. сост. Т. 
Хофман, Эд. Ян Дичек; пер. с нем. Т. Набатниковой. СПб., 2018.С.193. 
27  
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28 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка! 2-й вариант.С.193. 
29 
Tretyakov, Sergei. “I Want a Baby (Khochu Rebenka) Second version, 1927.” I Want a Baby and Other 
Plays. trans.by Robert Leach and Stephen Holland. Kindle  (Glagoslav Publications, 2019).
38 2019 6  
30 Третьяков, С. Хочу ребёнка! Кино-либретто. // Хочу ребёнка! Пьесы – Сценарий – Дискуссии. 























31 Третьяков, Хочу ребёнка! Кино-либретто. С.219. 
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“If I could have it back, all the time that we wasted, 
I’d only waste it again”1 
 




   
 
 
2011 2 13 Arcade Fire The Suburbs 53
Lady Gaga Katy Perry
Eminem Lady 
Antebellum ( Lady A ) Arcade Fire
Arcade Fire Win 
Butler Régine Chassagne Win Will Butler
Arcade Fire 2004 1st Funeral 2007 2nd
Neon Bible
NME  “Grammy Awards Fallout - Who the Hell Are Arcade Fire?” 
Arcade Fire  
“They’re just too anonymous” Arcade Fire  “It ’s a fascinating 










1 Arcade Fire  “The Suburbs (Continued)”  
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“If I could have it back, all the time that we wasted, I’d only waste it again” 
 
 (Sprawl) 3 
Bernadette Hanlon
James Truslow Adams  “dream of a land in which life should be better and richer 
and fuller for every man, with opportunity for each according to his ability or achievement” (404) 
Hanlon  “a house and an automobile in the suburbs were viewed as 
marks of success, achievements of the American Dream” (2) 











“Once symbolic of the American Dream, some have now become America’s nightmare” (Hanlon 4) 
 
Becky Nicolaides Andrew Wiese
 (“a 
 
3 Andres Duany 1970
 (19-20)
 




   
 
return of suburban growth”) 
― “Immigrants, young families, 
seniors emotionally attached to their homes, and others continued gravitating toward suburban 
homeplaces, for a host of reasons—whether good schools, nostalgia, ethnic familiarity, jobs, or few 
good alternatives”
― “suburbanites have protected their 
families amid the solace of sprawling homes on large, private plots, separated from the neighbors, 
and reachable only by the safety of private cars. Sheltered from the virus in their many bedrooms, 
they sleep soundly, dreaming the American dream with new confidence” (Bogost)
5  
 
Arcade Fire Win Butler The Suburbs
“the parts of the album that are autobiographical were inspired by growing up in 
the suburbs of Houston” (Dombal) 1980 Win
Will (1982 ) 10
6 The Woodlands Butler
Spike Jones Scenes from the Suburbs 
10
30




 “The Suburbs”  “in a suburban 
war” 9  “Suburban War” 




6 Win Butler 14 Franklin Pierce Facebook Mark 
Zuckerberg Phillips Exeter Academy
The Woodlands 10
Paul Morley  
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― “For example, the feeling when you ’re very young that suburbs are kind of nice 
because there’s a little park to go to and it’s safe, but then you grow up and as a teenager it seems 




 “the ‘cul-de-sac kid,’ the child who live as a prisoner of a thoroughly 
safe and unchallenging environment” (116)  “children and adolescents 
are unable to practice at becoming adults” (116) 
 
Jeffrey Eugenides 1993 1970
The Virgin Suicides  “the old myth of a safe, idyllic 
neighborhood” (George 186) 
2017 Celeste Ng Little Fires Everywhere 1990
Shaker Heights
 “cul-de-sac kids” 
 
1970 1990 The 
Suburbs Scenes from the 
Suburbs 15
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Kyle Winter Miller 
Winter Kyle
Kyle  “When I think back about that summer, I don’t think much about the 
army. There was always some sort of conflict going on. Towns would attack each other. If a golf 
course was built too close to a border. Or if a shopping centre gave off too much light pollution” 
(00:13-0026) Kyle
 
Kyle Winter  “You guys are in love with 









Winter Kyle  
Winter
Winter Kyle Terrance
Kyle  “pretty boy, 







Scenes from the Suburbs Winter Kyle
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“If I could have it back, all the time that we wasted, I’d only waste it again” 
 
 “The Suburbs” 
 “Suburban War”  
 
The Suburbs  “The 
Suburbs”  “The Suburbs”  “The 
Suburban War” 
 




Scenes from the Suburbs  “I 
wish I could remember every little moment. But I can’t” (00:46) 
 “Under the overpass in the parking/ lot we’re still waiting./ It’s already past” 
 “so move your feet/ from hot pavement and into/ the grass 
‘cause it’s already past” 
 
“by the time that the first bombs fell/ we were already bored” 
 “some 
beauty, before all this/ damage is done”
 
 “The Suburbs” 
 “When all of the walls that they/ built in the 70’s finally fall./ And 
all of the houses they built in/ the 70’s finally fall” 1970
1970
Win 1990 2000
 “Sprawl II (Mountains Beyond Mountains)”  “Living in the 
sprawl./ The dead shopping malls rise/like mountains beyond mountains/ and there’s no end in 
sight”  “Wasted Hours (A Life That We Can 
Live)”  “Month of May”  “First they built the road,/ then they built the town./ That’s why 
― 26 ―
   
 




 “Ready to Start”  “If the businessmen drink my blood/ Like the kids in art school said” 
“City with No Children”  “You never trust a millionaire” 
“Half Light II (No Celebration)”  “When we watched the markets crash,/ 
the promises we made were torn” 
 “The Suburbs”  “Wasted Hours (A Life That We Can 
Live)”  “We Used to Wait” 
The Suburbs 
1970 2010  
“The Suburbs” 
 “Suburban War” “The Suburbs” 1970
Win Butler
The Woodlands 1990
The Woodlands  (Independent 
School District) 1992 Magnolia Conroe
The Woodlands Conroe 8 
Scenes from the Suburbs Kyle Winter
1994 The 
Woodlands 9  “Suburban War” 
1  “This town’s so strange, they built/ it to change, and while we sleep/ we 
know the street get rearranged” 
Scenes from the Suburbs Kyle Winter
 
7 
Andres Duany Leigh Gallagher
 
8 “History of the Woodlands” “The Woodlands is united in the Conroe school district”  
9 The Woodlands 4 3
1997 5  “History of the Woodlands”  
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“If I could have it back, all the time that we wasted, I’d only waste it again” 
 
10  “Suburban War” 
 
 “Suburban War” 
 “Let’s go for a drive/ and see the town tonight”  “The 
Suburbs”  “In the suburbs I,/ I learned to drive, and you told me/ we’d never survive, so 
grab your/ mother’s keys we leave tonight” “The 
Suburbs”  “Grab your mother’s keys/ we’re leaving”  “Suburban War” 
 “we leave tonight”  “tonight” 
/
  “suburban war” 
 “But you started a war/ that we can’t win. They keep erasing all the streets we grew up in” 
 
 “You grew your hair, so I grew mine” 
  “Now the music divides us into tribes” 
 “With my old friends I can remember/ when you cut your hair,/ I never saw 
you again” 
11 
 “You choose your side,/ I’ll choose my side” 
 
 “The Suburbs” 
 “Now the cities we live in could be/ distant stars and I search for you/ in 
 
10 Scenes from the Suburbs
 
11 Scenes 
from the Suburbs  
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every passing car”  “the/ night’s 
so long. I’ve been living/ in the shadows of your song”  “Ready to 
Start”  “I would rather be wrong than live/ in the shadows of your song” 
 “Suburban War”  “All my old friends,/ they don’t know 
me now./ All my old friends/ are starting through me now” 
/  “Wasted 
Hours”  “we’re still kids in buses/ longing to be free” 
 “distant stars” 
 
“The Suburbs”  “Suburban War” 
Scenes from the Suburbs
Arcade Fire 
The Suburbs
Win Butler  
Arcade Fire













400 2002 8 Eminem
Jimmy
14 2002 256














Adams, James Truslow. The Epic of America. 1931. Routledge, 2017. 
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Cottingham, Chris. “Suburban Hymns - Arcade Fire Interview.” Clash, 11 Aug. 2010, 
https://www.clashmusic.com/features/suburban-hymns-arcade-fire-interview. Accessed 16 Jan. 
2021. 
Dombal, Ryan. “Arcade Fire Talks Scenes from the Suburbs.” Pitchfork, 5 Apr. 2011, 
https://pitchfork.com/news/42108-arcade-fire-talk-scenes-from-the-suburbs/. Accessed 9 Jan. 
2021. 
Duany, Andres, et al. Suburban Nation: The Rise of Sprawl and the Decline of the American Dream. 
anniversary ed., North Point, 2010.  
Eugenides, Jeffrey. The Virgin Suicides. 1993. Picador, 2015. 
Gallagher, Leigh. The End of the Suburbs: Where the American Dream Is Moving. Portfolio, 2013.  
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American Fiction. Palgrave Macmillan, 2018. 
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States. Temple UP, 2010. 
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2015.  
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NME blog. “Grammy Awards Fallout - Who the Hell Are Arcade Fire?” NME, 15 Feb. 2011, 
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2019 Cultural Formation Studies 2 2020 pp. 57-62  
4 Edward W. Said, Covering Islam (New York: Vintage Books, 1997) 
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2019 On Earth We’re Briefly 
Gorgeous1  (Ocean Vuong) 
1988 2
2017 Night Sky with 
Exit Wounds





 “Is this your story? Is this autobiographical?” 
 “To an extent, you know, I was inspired by, I had good elders in, in [sic] literature and I 
was inspired by Boldwin’s Go Tell It on the Mountain”  (1:10-1:22) On Earth
 
1 On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
 
2  “Ocean Vuong’s On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous Reads 
More Like a Memoir Than a Novel” (https://www.pastemagazine.com/books/ocean-vuong/ocean-vuong 
-on-earth-were-briefly-gorgeous/)  “War baby: the amazing story of  
Ocean Vuong, former refugee and prize-winning poet” (https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/oct 
/03/ocean-vuong-forward-prize-vietnam-war-saigon-night-sky-with-exit-wounds)
 “Going Home With Ocean Vuong” (https://www.theatlantic 
.com/entertainment/archive/2019/06/going-home-ocean-vuong-on-earth-were-briefly-gorgeous/590938/)
 “Ocean Vuong Explores the Coming-of-Age of 
Queerness” (https://www.gq.com/story/ocean-vuong-interview)  
― 42 ―




 (James Baldwin) 
On Earth
 (a dead letter)
 (Herman Melville)  (“Bartleby, the Scrivener”)
 
20
 (David Foster Wallace) On Earth
2
On Earth  
 
On Earth
 (Min Hyoung Song) 
3 
 (Lan)  “It is a beautiful country depending on where 





3 “The Beauty of Men: Ocean Vuong’s “On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous”” (https://lareviewofbooks. 
org/article/the-beauty-of-men-ocean-vuongs-on-earth-were-briefly-gorgeous/)  
4  (99)
 (126)  (138)
2  (185)




 (Trevor)  “That August, in the fields, it was he who 




What I felt then, however, was not desire, but the coiled charge of its possibility, a feeling that 
emitted, it seemed, its own gravity, holding me in place. The way he watched me back there in the 
field, when we worked briefly, side by side, our arms brushing against each other as the plants 
racked themselves in a green blur before me, his eyes lingering, then flitting away when I caught 
them. I was seen—I who had seldom been seen by anyone. I who was taught, by you [Rose], to be 
invisible in order to be safe, … (96) 
 
2
2  “Trevor is a troubled and sensitive young white man, and 
when they meet there is instant sexual attraction” (Song) 
2
 
 “Remember. Remember. You’re already Vietnamese” (230) 
 (You’re already American) 
 “Up until then I didn’t think a white boy could hate 
anything about his life. I wanted to know him through and through, by that very hate. Because that’s 




   
 
 “Trevor the hunter. Trevor the carnivore, the 
redneck” (155)  
“A phrase used by the economic losers, it can also be heard in East 
Hartford and New Britain, where entire white families, the ones some call trailer trash, crammed 
themselves on half-broken porches in mobile parks and HUD [U.S. Department of Housing and 
Urban Development] housing, their faces OxyContin-gaunt under cigarette smoke” (213; 







On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous
“In a world myriad as ours, the gaze is a singular act: 
to look at something is to fill your whole life with it, if only briefly” (175) 
 “briefly” 
“If, relative 
to the history of our planet, an individual life is so short, a blink of an eye, as they say, then to be 
gorgeous, even from the day you’re born to the day you die, is to be gorgeous only briefly. […] To 









 (141-44)  
7 1995
 (OxyContin)  

















 (Hal Incandenza) 
 “Subanimalistic noises and sounds” (Infinite 
Jest 14; ) 
 “On court 
he is gorgeous” (Infinite Jest 14) On Earth We’re Briefly 
Gorgeous Infinite Jest
 (Eschaton) 8 
 “on court=on earth” On Earth





1993  “E Unibus Pluram: Televison and U.S. Fiction” 
 
8 The Decemberists “Calamity Song” MV
 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xJpfK7l404I) 
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“Fiction writers as a species tend to be oglers. They tend to lurk and to stare. They are born watchers. 
They are viewers” (“E Unibus Pluram” 151) 
 “The result is that a majority of fiction writers, born 
watchers, tend to dislike being objects of people’s attention. Dislike being watched” (“E Unibus 
Pluram” 151) 
9 




   The pool is a system of movement. Here now there are: laps, splash fights, dives, corner tag, 
cannonballs, Sharks and Minnows, high fallings, Marco Polo (your sister still It, halfway to tears, 
too long to be It, the game teetering on the edge of cruelty, not your business to save or embarrass). 
Two clean little bright-white boys caped in cotton towels run along the poolside until the guard stops 
them dead with a shout through his bullhorn. The guard is brown as a tree, blond hair in a vertical 
line on his stomach, his head in a jungle explorer hat, his nose a white triangle of cream. A girl has 
an arm around a leg of his little tower. He’s bored. 






 “They are from all the people who’ve gone before you. […], and you see that the 
two dark spots are from people’s skin. They are skin abraded from feet by the violence of the 
 






disappearance of people with real weight” (“Forever Overhead” 14) 
 “Hey kid” (“Forever Overhead” 14) 
 
 
   The board will nod and you will go, and eyes of skin can cross blind into a cloud-blotched sky, 
punctured light emptying behind sharp stone that is forever. That is forever. Step into the skin and 
disappear.  
   Hello. (“Forever Overhead” 16) 
 
Hello
 [ ] 
 (  274-75) 
 (infinite) Infinite Jest
 
On Earth
On Earth On Earth
11 
 “They [a herd of buffalo] 
don’t mean to, Grandma. They’re just following their family. That’s all. They don’t know it’s a cliff” 
(179) 
 
“They don’t got [sic] no choice about it. It’s just the law of nature” (237) 
 “like their family’s just going forward and they go with them?” (237)  
“Like a family. A fucked family” (237)  
 “Forever Overhead” 
 
11 Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump
HP (https://www.canada.jp/movies/post-261/)  
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 “trailer trash” 
 “A fucked family” 
 (no choice) 
 “And just as the first one steps off the cliff, 






On Earth  “like 
I’m part of a family” (242) 
 “Ma, I don’t know if you’ve made it this far in this 
letter—or if you’ve made it here at all. You always tell me it’s too late for you to read, […] That 
reading is a privilege you made possible for me with what you lost” (240) 
On Earth
 
 (Jacques Derrida)  
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 (Richard Rorty) 
 (Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity) 
  (Achieving Our Country) 
 (  196-97)
 
 
 [ ] 
 







 “This is Water”  “The capital-T Truth is about life 
BEFORE death” (Wallace, “This is Water”) 
On Earth
 “Forever Overhead” 
― 50 ―





“Ocean Vuong on War, Sexuality and Asian-American Identity | Amanpour and Company.” YouTube,     
   uploaded by Amanpour and Company, 25 Dec. 2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OZI 
   wsk9cAM. Accessed Mar. 18. 
Song, Min Hyoung. “The Beauty of Men: Ocean Vuong’s ‘On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous.’” Los   
Angels Review of Books, June. 24, 2019, https://lareviewofbooks.org/article/the-beauty-of-men- 
ocean-vuongs-on-earth-were-briefly-gorgeous/. Accessed Mar. 18. 
Vuong, Ocean. On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous. Penguin, 2019. 
Wallace, David Foster. “E Unibus Pluram: Television and U.S. Fiction.” Review of Contemporary 
Fiction, no. 13, vol. 2, 1993. pp. 151-84. 
---. “Forever Overhead.” Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, 1999. Little, Brown, 2000. pp. 5-16. 
---. Infinite Jest. 1996. Little, Brown, 2016. 
---. “This is Water (Full Transcript and Audio).” fs, https://fs.blog/2012/04/david-foster-wallace-this 
   -is-water/. Accessed Mar. 18. 
0 , 2017 . 
 


















 (Majuro) EZ Price 
Mart Microwave Films DVD 2008





Jack Niedenthal3 1981 Peace Corps
 (Namu Atoll) 1984 1986
 (Kili Island) 
 (Bikini Council) 1987
2016 Kili/Bikini/Ejit  (Trust Liaison) 
2000
2019 1  (Ministry of Health and Human Services) 
 
1 
2015 10 2019 3
JSPS B 20H01245
 
2 Film Threat Interview in March of 2010 with Jack Niedenthal regarding Microwave Films and making 
movies in the Marshall Islands” https://www.microwavefilms.org/FilmThreatInterview.pdf. 













7 Mayor of Bikini Atoll
Alson Kelen  
(Bikini Atoll Town Hall) 
EZ Price Mart










 (“COVID-19 Disparities Among Marshallese Pacific Islanders” 
Preventing Chronic Disease, vol. 18, January 7, 2021, DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.5888/pcd18.200407)
Niedenthal RMI 18 2021 1 4 19
18 61%
4 https://www.facebook.com/rmimoh/  
5 Niedenthal 2019 3
Niedenthal  
6 1979 pp.205-209  
7 Niedenthal Lañinbwil’s Gift Liki
kemem Niedenthal kemem kemem 1
 
8 Wan Smolbag Theatre
2011






Wan Smolbag Theatre 120 9 NGO
Microwave Films
10 
53,158  (EPPSO 2011 Census) 3
11 Microwave Films
 
Aaron Condon Michael Cruz  





Ainikien Jidjid ilo 
Boñ: The Sound of Crickets at Night (2021)
Jilel: The Calling of the Shell (2014) 14 
 
  Ña Noniep, Yokwe Bartowe , Lañinbwil’s Gift 
3 Ña Noniep: I Am the Good Fairy (2009) Yokwe Bartowe (2010) Lañinbwil’s 
Gift (2011) 
 
9 https://www.wansmolbag.org/our-story/ (accessed 31 March 2021). 
10 Film Threat Interview of March 2010, https://www.microwavefilms.org/FilmThreatInterview.pdf. 
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